A physical model of the piano string, using finite difference methods, has recently been developed. [Chaigne and Askenfelt, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 95, 1112-1118 ( 1994)]. The model is based on the fundamental equations of a damped, stiff string interacting with a nonlinear hammer, from which a numerical finite difference scheme is derived. In the present study, the performance of the model is evaluated by systematic comparisons between measured and simulated piano tones. After a w•rification of the accuracy of the method, the model is used as a tool for systematically exploring the influence of string stiffness, relative striking position, and hammer-string mass ratio on stri.ng waveforms and spectra.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper, a physical model of the piano string with particular emphasis on a time-domain modeling close to the basic equations has been presented. • The model, which is based on the one-dimensional equations of a damped, stiff string interacting with a nonlinear hammer, is put into a numerical form by the use of standard finite difference methods. The compression characteristic of the hammer, being one of the most essential components, is modeled by a power law. Using this model, principal quantities like string displacement and velocity, the interacting force between hammer and string, and the'. force exerted by the string on the bridge, can conveniently be computed for different combinations of hammer and string parameters.
The model has now been evaluated for a large number of cases by comparing simulated waveforms with measurements on real pianos. The comparisons iincluded a set of representative notes of the piano from the bass, mid, and treble register, played at different dynamic levels, and with different hammers. The hammer-string p•trameters used in the simulations were obtained from measurements.
After the method had been verified to reproduce measured waveforms satisfactorily, the model was used for a systematic exploration of some of the hammer-string parameters and their influence on string waveforms and spectra. The underlying theory of the struck string and the principal dependence of the hammer-string parameters is now well known, 2'3 but in many cases an experimental verification has been lacking due to the practical difficulties of reaching a desired step-by-step variation in only one parameter at a time. For this purpose, a numerical simulation is particularly well suited, and several investigators have tried this approach, using models of wirying degree of refinement.
• This study adds a more systematic approach, using a model which has been verified to generate realistic results. The parameters included in the present part II of the study are relative striking position, hammer-string mass ratio, and string stiffness, which all attract a particular interest since their exact values appear to be crucial for piano design. The numerical values of all physical parameters used in the present experiments are given in Table I A. Bass, mid, and treble A first check of the model was made by computing the string waveforms for a few notes in different ranges of the piano. In order to clearly illustrate the propagation on both sides of the hammer, it was decided to observe the velocities at some distance from the striking position rather than at that point. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the simulated and observed string velocities at 40 mm from the striking point towards the bridge, for a treble (C7), midrange (C4), and bass note (C2), respectively. It can be seen that the model is able to reproduce the waveforms quite well over the whole register of the piano, including the details of the attack transients. Small discrepancies which can be observed in the actual timing relations between the pulses are mostly due to slight differences in observation points. In the C2-example, the agrafie reflection during string contact (the first negative pulse) is not reproduced accurately. This discrepancy is likely due to either a nonrigid string termination at the agrafie in the real piano, or an interference with reflections from the end of the string wrapping. These two phenomena are not taken into account in the model. Table I for the definition of variables and symbols). As a consequence, the partials' frequencies will not be correct, and this error will in turn influence the spectral envelope. An estimate for the frequency shift of the nth-partial consecutive to a difference between real and modeled hammer location can be found by writing that the product of the wave number by the distance of hammer from agrafie is constant, which is equivalent to 1 A f, = f"'l + 2Ns'
where a is the relative hammer striking position. With the parameters listed in Table I for experiments on real pianos, the hammer parameters were changed both in a straightforward manner by exchanging hammers, and also in the traditional way by voicing. 5'8 A comparison of real and synthesized waveforms for the note C4 played with exchanged hammers (C7, CA, and C2 hammer) is given in Fig. 6 . The main differences between the three hammers are found in the stiffness (p and K), increasing from bass to treble, but also the mass differs (see Table I ). Again, a convincing match in waveform is seen, possibly with a somewhat more peaked appearance of the simulated waveforms. The corresponding spectra in Fig. 7 show a similar amount of high-frequency content for the measured and simulated cases, respectively. Like in hammer parameters, and by the limited spatial resolution. The comparison between spectra of real and simulated tones show, however, additional differences which cannot be simply explained with the help of our model, especially for frequencies above 3 kHz. At present, it cannot be coneluded whether they are due to small errors in the measurements, or to insufficient modeling of the system. Since these discrepancies primarily refer to spectral components whose magnitude are at least 30 dB below the fundamental, we could still be rather confident in usin•g the model for predictions. 
II. SYSTEMATIC VARIATIONS OF HAMMER AND STRING PARAMETERS
In the previous section, the goal was to assess the power of our numerical model in reproducing the main features of real piano strings. It was shown, in particular, how the model was able to account successfully for the influence of both initial hammer velocity and felt compression properties. These simulations confirm the basic sumptions on the behavior of piano strings developed in the past few years by several authors?
In this section, our model is used as a tool for systematically exploring the influence of some hammer and string parameters on string waveforms and spectra. The parameters selected for the numerical experiments included string stiffness, hammer-string mass ratio, and relative hammer striking position ("striking ratio"). These parameters are relatively difficult to change experimentally, so a numerical method lends itself particularly well for this purpose, once the method has been verified to perform satisfactorily. The general approach used here was to start from the measured values of the parameters (given in Table I), and proceed by varying one parameter at a time, step by step.
A. String stiffness
In Fig. 9 , the string velocity waveform of a bass note (C2) is shown as the string stiffness is varied by +50% compared to its nominal value (see Table I ). It is seen that the major effect of increasing the stiffness is to enhance the transverse precursor preceding the reflection from the bridge. The example is a nice illustration of the ability of our numerical model to reproduce dispersive effects due to stiffness directly in the time domain. The interesting question of the perceptual importance of the transverse precur-sor has not been studied as yet, but it might be smaller than expected. In particular, at the very beginning of the note, where one could expect a weak, but early, component to be audible, the transversal string precursor is masked by longitudinal string motion?
In the spectra, the effect of stiffness changes was less pronounced, visible only as the expected slight increase in the progressive spacing of the partials. Hall 
B. Hammer-string mass ratio
The influence of changing the hammer-string mass ratio was most clearly reflected in the interacting force between hammer and string. Figure 10 Table I ). It can be seen that a major effect of making the hammer heavier is to increase the contact duration, and vice versa. For the notes C4 and C7, the increase is roughly +30% for a doubling and halving in hammer-string mass ratio, respectively. For the bass note (C2), the results are not symmetrical. The change in the contact duration for a halving in hammer-string mass ratio is similar to the two other notes (-20%), but with doubled hammer mass a dear case of multiple contacts develops and the total duration is extended considerably (+60%).
It is interesting to note that a change in the hammerstring mass ratio does not influence the smoothness of the force waveform to any appreciable extent. This is in contrast to the cases where the dynamic level was changed (Fig. 4) , or when exchanging hammers (Fig. 8) , in which the force waveform peaked with increasing hammer velocity, and increasing stiffness, respectively. Here, the main effect is instead to increase the number of pulses returning from the agrafie as the hammer-string mass ratio increases, a heavier hammer requiring more accumulated impulses from the agrafie reflections in order to leave the string. Naturally, the changes in hammer-string mass ratio are also visible in the string waveform, as well as in the force acting on the bridge. The bridge forces corresponding to the C4 examples in Fig. 10(b) are shown in Fig. 12(a) . It can be seen that the amplitude of the bridge force increases with the hammer mass, accompanied by an increase of the width of the pulses due to the extended hammer-string contact. Interestingly, the repeated agrafie reflections, more pronounced in the case with the heavy hammer as mentioned, are clearly visible also in the bridge force waveform. This periodicity, which corresponds to the "missing partials" in the spectra due to striking position, are further discussed in the next section (see Sec. II C). interesting to notice in this latter ease that the duration of hammer-string contact doesn't depend significantly on the string mass. In the example shown in Fig. 11 for note C2, it can be seen that the contact time increases by only 5%, for a doubling of the string mass. By contrast, the magnitude of the force pulses are roughly proportional to the string masses, which is in accordance with the balance of forces at the striking point. For the notes of the instrument where the pulses in the bridge force are clearly separated, i.e., in the low and medium range of the keyboard, the main differences in the spectra between the three cases with light, normal and heavy hammers, respectively, are found in the upper partials. An example is given for the bridge force of string CA in Fig. 13(a) , where the heavy-hammer spectrum has dropped 10 dB compared to the light-hammer case. This is a consequence of the broadening of the string pulses, which corresponds to a lower cutoff frequency. Also, a slightly weaker fundamental could be observed for the lighthammer case.
In the upper range of the keyboard, as illustrated by the C7 example, bridge forces obtained with different hammer-string mass ratios show an interesting detail [see Fig. 12(b) ]. Here, the smoothest waveform is obtained with the nominal value of hammer-string mass ratio, and not with the highest hammer-string mass ratio like in the previous example for note C4. For the light hammer case, the pulses are narrow enough to just become separated, with a hint of zero displacement in between. In the heavy hammer case, the waveform becomes more peaked and triangular, and the first pulse is clearly higher than the following, both phenomena being the result of overlapping between pulses.
In the spectral domain, the C7 case with nominal hammer-string mass ratio (corresponding to a real instrument) gives the least amount of high-frequency energy. In particular, the difference compared to the light-hammer case is substantial with a clearly steeper spectral slope for the nominal ease, resulting in a 10-dB level difference at 12 knz [see Fig. 13(b) ]. For the two lowest partials, the heavy-hammer case shows a steeper slope in spectral level than for the nominal case, like in Fig. 13(a) , but for frequencies above 4 kHz, a "sawtooth" pattern with more It is an open question, whether the manufacturers are aware of the existence of this "least high-frequency ratio" for the hammer and string masses, and if this is exploited in the design. All three examples in Fig. 12(b) have been observed in measurements on real pianos, however, at different parts in the treble depending on manufacturer and instrument size.
C. Striking ratio
The influence of the relative hammer striking position (striking ratio) was also investigated. Figure 14(a) shows the changes in waveform and duration of the hammer force for note C4, as the striking ratio was varied between 0.04 (1/25) and 0.24 (1/4.2). The nominal value for the C4 simulations was 0.12 (= 1/8 ), which is representative for the striking ratios for this note in most pianos (between 1/9=0.11 and 1/7..•0.14). As expected, it can be seen that the reflections returning from the agrafie become more and The change in hammer-string interaction with increasing striking ratio, characterized by a progressive division of one broad force hump into several separated pulses, is illustrated in an alternative way in Fig. 14(c) . This figure shows how the maximum value of the force pulse decreases as the striking ratio is increased, meaning that, for small relative hammer striking positions, the accumulation of agrafie reflections doesn't allow the force to decay in between.
The influence of the striking ratio on the force waveform at the bridge, and on the corresponding spectra, was studied for a bass note (C2), by halving and doubling the nominal striking ratio (see Fig. 15 ). The well-defined pattern for a short striking ratio, with pulses at the fundamental period spacing, is successively more and more "disturbed" by pulses in between, as the striking ratio is increased. These interfering pulses correspond to the in- In the frequency domain, the effect of increasing the striking ratio is seen mainly in the periodical pattern punctuating the spectral envelope with weak modes corresponding to the inverse of the striking ratio (see Fig. 16 ). The repetition rate of the agrafie reflections, interfoliating the fundamental pulses, correspond to these "missing modes"-frequencies, but they are not strong enough to fill up the gaps in the spectra, when they are "given to" the string at the end of the string contact. m4'l• The overall spectral slope does not change as the striking ratio is varied. corded by appropriate string transducers. The influence of the frequency-dependent damping, which is relatively hard to see in the waveforms, is clearly audible. The flexibility of the simulation program makes it possible to use the model as a efficient tool for exploring a wide range of physical parameters, such as string stiffness, hammer-string mass ratio, and relative hammer striking position. Such a systematic exploration of the piano design, guided by a perceptual evaluation, is probably one of the major features of sound synthesis by physical modeling.
Our numerical model of the piano string is still far from complete. Among other things, the boundary conditions are modeled in a rather crude way. Work in progress include an attempt to terminate the last segment of the string by a realistic load, obtained from admittance measurements at the bridge of a real piano (at the point where the actual string crosses). Pilot experiments have already been conducted with simulations of a triplet of slightly detuned C6 strings coupled by the bridge, using existing measurements of the soundboard admittance. i? This approach has given significant improvements in the realism of the synthesis. By including a modeling of the two directions of string polarization, one in parallel and one perpendicular to the soundboard, we expect to obtain a more realistic decay process, due to the energy exchange between the two families of modes. is For this purpose, some preliminary measurements of the admittance matrix at the bridge will be necessary. anonymous reviewer for helpful comments on a previous version of this paper.
